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FOREWORD

This Technical Documentary Report was prepared by S-F-D
laboratories, inc,. Union, New jersey, on Air Force Contract
AF 33(657)-8290, Z PSN 2670-h)156, enti.tled "Applied Research on Exten'-d
Interaction in ',i, Magnetron." The work was administered under the
direction of Electronic Technology Laboratory, Aeronauti1cal Systents
Division. prusently designated Electronic Technology Division of the
AF Avionics Laboratory of Rcsearch and Tichnology Division. Lt. M. Heil
was project englneer for the laboratory.

The report suinmarHzes the results of a twelve month feasibitL y
study beginning February 1962 and ending February 1963. The work was
pez-formed under the general direction of J. Drexler, Director of
Engineering a. S-F-D laboratories, inc.

The chief contributois and their fields of interest were:
F. A. Feulner and P. du Foss, electrical design and M. Liscio,
mechanical design.

This report is the final report and concludes work on Contract
AF 33(657)-8290. The contractor's report number is 20-F.
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ABS tlAC T

11Th report describes the area& of endeavor and result-.s

obtained on a twelve month feasibility effort directed toward high

power generation at: ,1i llmeter vrive frequencies. Axially extqudent

interaction iti asn TC.A-5 coaxial Paegnetron was the means employed

tfoward attainlng this goal. The work described IW this report was

perforated at 35 Gc.

The ICEM coanxial magnetron, which is an extension of the CEW

coaxial magnetron 1,cinclple, increases the number of resonators possible

and hence the power generation capabilities of the CEM co-,xial maguetron.

The axially extended interactton approach to high power generation

further increases the power generation capabilities by increaaing the

number of resonators by a factor of two or more.

The mode control problems associated witth the TEOi mode

cavity used in a single stage ICEl coaxial magn, tron had already been

solved. llowever, in a two stage cube employing two sets of vane

resonators, a method of mode seectio"n was ru,•,i,-'i" whdich would allow

one to operate in a particular TH mode and yet inhibit operation in

the TYoi, +i. mode of a particular cavity. Several special hybrid test

vehicles were employed to study this problem.

Four two qtage ICEM coaxial magnietroos were constructed and

evaluated. The two sets of v~m resonator assemblies of this tube

were successfully phase locked through the comrmon cavity tc which each

is coupled. 'lhe output waveguide is coupled to this conmon cavity.

A peak power output of over 150 kw at 35 Gc has been demonstrated.

The feasibility of the axially exiended interaction ICEM

coaxial magnetron has beeni demonstrated. Thv extension of this princi-

ple to high frequencies opens the possibility of generating high peak

powers Pt approxinately three times the frequency em,.Oloyed in thjis study.

RTD-TDR-63-40T4 iii
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1.0 AN INTRODUcTION TO TiE CF2-'r AND lCI24" COAXIAL HAtNE.ThgoNw

The dl1ilcultv encountered in pre.nen!-dl;v I |itng- ,qt Ka-hband

Piagnetrons cat, be trn ed directly to their small Internal strL_:tuce.

All oF the conventir-icl tubes utilike a risinpt-sun anodc ,tronailng IP

to 22 recrnators The :.nAll number of resonatora resulta in a corres-

pondingly sum-11 canlnodo dlikw-.tei . The htgh cathode current loading tind

the high power density of thils fine-grained otructtire limit the avail-

able powar, life and reliabillty. Although it would be dentrable to

Increase the number of resonatLors and size of cathode In order to

reduce the demands on the structure, numbers of resonators above P', sho.

very small aeparation between the dealred and undesired modes. The pro-

blem has been solved In th,-e CE aitd IC11-1 coaxial magnetrons through the

use of the TEo1, mode cavity. Since the principles of operation of

the C111 and ICLE structures are identical and since the CJM4 coaXtal

magnetron Is similar to the conventional magnetron, only the Cl'1 coaxial

ffalgnetron principles of operation will be discusaed here.

The CEX coaxial magnegaro-i hla an array of vane resonators In

which alternate resonators are coupled to the TECil mode of n coaxial

vtvftV tr ~o,-gh cour.ilig allot., i t, iti o fe I' ol the Inner cy linider.

Since the currents in the TEoI mode hove the same phase at all points

along the circuinference of the cavity wall, all the coupling slots tire

driven in phase and, therefore, all the coupled vane resonat-ors are

excited in phase. Figure 1 show• the anode structure and field eonfiguration.

The uncoupled resonators which are adjacent to the coupled

resonators, ate ecited by the RF magnetic field threading a pair of

coupled and uncoupled resonators. This RP magnetic field Is in opposite

directions In adjacent resonaao s and the electric f[et.,a across the vane

tips of adjacent vanes are opposite in direction and thus out of phase

by 1800 or r radians. This field configuration, therefore, Is known

as a t- mode.

Maaaamc tipt released by the authr. Harch !'-• for publ 21 cit ion i a al
RliT Tec"unical n ocunientary Report

RTD-YDR-61-!.LI7h
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The CEM structure exhibits excellent frequency stability as

evidenced by the pulling and pushing figures obtainable. Also in one

X-band tube, the Qu is about 7000 as compared to 800 for a conventional

strapped magnetron. The high Qu allows higher Qe's to be employed,

resulting in higher circuit efficiency and, therefore, greater overall

efficiency.

Advantage is also taken in this design of the fact that con-

ventional magnetrons operate at too high an electronic impedance level

for maximum electronic efficiency. This ..,eans that the RF electr(c

field strength is too great. To lower the RF electric fields, one

would need to reduce Qe" However, this cannot be effected since the

pulling figure would be raised to an intolerable value. In the CE2

and ICEM structures, the frequency stabilizing cavity makes possible

steady state operation at the optimum impedance level.

A more detailed explanation of the CMX coaxial magnetron can

be found in an article by J. Feinstein and R. J. Collier, "A Magnetron

controlled by a Syumnetrically Couple. TEo 1O Mode Cavity," LeVide,

No. 70, July-August 1957.

The ICE14 coaxial magnetron is an extension of the CMI princi-

ples applied to an inverted magnetron structure. Figure 2 Illustrates

the ba•c, confl-guration of a tunable !C coxa TPmA ... ......

The mode selecting cavity consists of a hollow cylinder

closed at one end by a disk which is a combination tuning plunger and

couplii-g plate. The disk is supported by a coaxial rod which converts

the hollow cavity to a coaxial cavity. This TEO 1, mode coaxial cavity

is coupled to alternate vane resonators through long narrow axial

slots in the cylinder wall. The cathode is an annular ring whizh

encloses the vane resonator system. Th. TEO,, mode cavity is coupled

to a circular TEO, mode waveguide around the periphery of the disk

tuning plunger. The cathode -s insulated from the body by means of

internal ceramic insulators. The tuning rod is guided by two sapphl1r.

bearings.

3i
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I

7he inverted structure has several advantages over the OEM

coaxial magnetron structure. The number of resonators is about four times

greater, yielding higher power capabilities; the cathode axes is about six

times greater, yteldxng lower current density requirements; and the output

couples to TE mode circular waveguide which has almost ten times the

power handling capabilities of dominant mode rectangular waveguide.

Figure 3 compares the interaction area of the ICEM coaxial magnetron to

that of a conventional rising-sun magnetron structure.

Tlhe present status of the single-stage Ka-band ICEM coaxial

magnetron will be stated briefly. In March 19,62, a tube generated a peak

power of 293 kw with an average power of 49 watts and a pulse length of

0.56 Vsec. This is approximately three times higher than has been

reported for any Ka-band tube at this pulse length. In additjon, 3everal

tubes exhibited efficiencies approaching 30% which permitted the genera-

tion of up to 180 kw peak and 97 watts average power at 0.5 psec pulse

length. A tunable Ka-band model generated a minimum peak power output

of 150 kw at 0.5 Psec pulse length over a 2.3 Gc band.

Several tubes were made for evaluation by the Air Force

Cambridge Weather Research Group. These tubes were evaluated in the

AN/TPQ-lI Cloud Analysis Radar over the past fifteen months. The first

tube f,__ Iled after 917 hours of operation. The second tube operated for

1418 hours at which time the complete system was removed from service.

'I•e third tube is still operating with over 5000 hours to date. This

radar system is designed to radiate 00 kw peak power and 50 watts

average power output at a pulse length of 0.5 psec.

5LM
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2.0 INTRODUCTION TO THE EXTENDED INTERACTION ICEM COAXIAL MAGNETRON

The main cavity resonator presently used in the single-stage

ICEM coaxial magnetron is one half-wavelength long and operates in the

TEe1ilmode. A cavity resonator could also be built which would operate

in the TE012 mode and would, therefore, be a full wavelength long. One

cou!d conceive of using two resonator arrays, o,.e coupled to the upper

half and one coupled to the lower half of this TE 0 12 mode cavity resonator.

It turns out that there Is insufficient room for the magnetic pole pieces

if such a scheme were used and it is, therefore, necessary to use a longer

cabity. A TE Wit mode cavity would permit sufficient room for two sets of

vane resonator arrays. This two-section ICEM coaxial magnetron would be

capable of generating nearly twice the power output of the present ICEM

structure.

The two major difficulties which might be anticipated in the

development of such a device are its physical complexity and the possi-

bility of operation in an undesired mode of the TEOln family. This is

not o problem in the present single-stage design. In order to simplify

the mechanical assembly operations, one plan could be co construct

modular units which could be heliarc welded together. An approach to

inhibiting the higher and lower order TE01 modes would be to use a

number of mode absorbers located at particular points along the axial

length of the cavity.

Figure It shows a cross-section drawing of one possible design

for a two-stage ICEM coaxial magnetron. The coaxial cavity in this case

is designed to resonate in the TE0 11 1 mode. Two sets of vane resonators

are coupled to this coaxial cavity through long narrow coupling slots as

in the case of the single-stage tube. The output coupling circuit Is

also similar to that of the single-stage tube. The two cathodes could

be operated together using a single Input stem or could be operated

independently which would require a second input stem. Note the modular

construction illustrated by the three groups of paired lip flanges which

are heliarced to form vacuum seals.

7 - -,
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We might consider why axial extension of the interaction area

appears to be more desirable then circumferential extension. It is con-

ceivable that an ICEM 'oaxial magnetron could be designed to operate in

the TEG2 or TE mode and would have ,' •r hm" times as many resonators
021 Oml

as in the case of the TEOil mode ICEM structure. This, of course, would

result in considerably larger interaction areas, but would present some

inherent problems which would be difficult to solve, First, it Is diffi-

cult to devise ways of inhibiting an undesired TE OM+I, mode without

affecting a desired TE_,, mode. Second, a mundane but serious diffi-

culty arises with regard to the thermal coefficient of expansion. As

the anode shell heats during operation, it expands radially r.4ducing the

cathode-anode spacing. If for example a TF 34 mode were used, the cavity

diameter would be so large that the cathode-anode spacing might be

reduceJ from cold to hot by dŽA to 1% resulting ia a change of performance

with average power. Last, precise large diameter parts become very expen-

sive, particularly the cathode and vane resonator systems.

Another way of increasing the interaction area of a crossed-

field oscillator Is to increase the axial height of the anode vane

resonators. There are two disiadvantages to this approach, particularly

at millimeter wavelengths. As the height of the vane resonator approaches

.c half waveiength, the RXF fields along the structure become non-uniform

as a result of the sine wave variation of field- in the cavity. This

effec" will lower the electronic efficiency and thereby the overall

efficiency of the tube. Further, as the height of the interaction gap

increases, the fringing magnetic field and leakage fields increase and

the weight of the magnets increases rapidly.
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3.0 E ICTI_ L DESGNý CONS IDERTIONS

3.1 Introdiction

Two major design areas are immediately apparent when a two-stage

device is considered. One is the physical complexity of the device and

the second is the suppression of the unwanted TE On modes.

In the mechanical assembly, the ideal of a naodule unit approach

was considered. However, when a series magnetic gap arrangement was

selected in preference to the parallel gap arrangement, the number of

hellarc welds was reduced. Furthermore, engineering changes could be

incorporated in an expaditious manner by virtue of the end cover heliarc

welds.

By selecting the shortest lengLh cavity capable of supporting

two sets of vane resonators, within physical limitations, the number of

modes in the system is minimizd. An advantage which occurs simultaneously

is that with fewer modes, the frequency separation between the modes is

generally greater.

3.2 Design Problems Encountered in the Two-stage Device

In order to minimize the difficulties from undesired TEO 1 n

modes, the electrical length of the cavity should be selected to oper-te

at the desired frequency in the THoln mode having Lhe smallest "n".

Figure 5 shows a parallel and series magnetic pole piece gap scheme. The

sau-llest. possible "n" that could be used in a parallel magnietic gap

arrangement would be 7. Vhe reason for this length is that the cantor

pole piece extension must have twice the cross-section of the end polo

piece extensions since it must carry twice the flux of either of the

and pole piece extensions. However, when the series magnetic gap arrange-

ment is employed, there is no need for the large crose-section between

the gaps since no magnetic flux is being supplied at this point. With

Just a field shaping intergap pole piece, the length requirned is signi-

ficantly reduced. Where the parallel gap arrangement results in a TE 017

mode cavity, the series gap arrangement results in a TFo1 mode cavity.

I0
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The mode separation of the T& 0 ~ modes in a TE mode cavity

Is considerably gctator thian in a TU0 1 7 mode cavity. Figure 6 shows the

proximity of the THOI3 and Tzal5 modes in a cavity selected for TEI01

mode operation. The equation (Ref. 1I) for plotting a theoretical mode

chart is

2 2 2
(fD) . A + 111 (D/L)

whera f - frequency in megacycles

D - diameter of cavity in inches

L - length of cavity in i.•ches

n a mode numbar

B a 0,348 x 108

A a 2.O x 10 for TRO01 family

A sample calculation might be helpful at this point:

(1) in a full wavelength TE 0 1 2 cavity where (D/L) 1 l.165, the

frequencies of the desired end adjacent TEe 1 n modes, when

substituting in the above equation, dre for

n a I f - 2?9.7 Gc

n r 2 f a 35.C Gc

n a 3 f -h 4.l c

(2) Wn a LWo waveleusth "%'tj14 cavity whore (D/L) a 0.598, the

frequoncie, of the deaired and adjacent modes are for

a " 3 f m 31.2 Gc

n . I f a 35.0 Gc

n 5 f - 39.t Gc

(3) in a three and one half wavelength TE0 17 cavity where

(D/L) , 0.335, the frequencien of the undesired and adjacent

nmodes are for

1. Bell Telephone Laboratories Staff, RADAR SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS,
D. Van Nostrand Company, p. 912 (1949)

12
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n =f = 32.8 Gc

n = 7 f = 35.00 Gc

n = 8 f = 37.5 Gc

The above examples do not take into account the field perturbations

caused by the vane tesonators or the output coupling aperture.

In Lhe hybrid tube which is a single resonator array structure

coupled to 8 multi-half-wavelength cavity, the competing TEOln modes are

sufficiently displaced so as not to cause any difficulty. However in

the two-stage device, these competing modes become much closer as dis-

cussed earlier. A proposed method of eliminating these modes consists

of placing metallic disks at half-wavelength intervals along the length

of the cavity. This would divide the longer cavity into several half-

wavelength cavities and would insure operation in the desired mode.

These disks, called stabilizing disks, would however introduce addi-

tional loss in the system and the resultant value of Qu would decrease.

The TEhmn modcs of the non-TEoln type have longitudinal wall

currents while the TEOln modes have only circumferential wall currents

(of course, all TE mnodes have longitudinal well currents). Hence, if

a narrow circumferential slot were cut in the cavity wall between the

two vane resonant structures, it would intercept non-TE mode currentsC in

but not TEoln mode currents. In addition, if behind this circumferential

slot sulttble absorbing material were placed, all the non-TEoln mode

Q Is would be reduced.

3.3 TheHybrid Tube Test Vehicle

In the conveptional single-stage ICFM coaxial magnetron, a

single set of vane resonators is coupled to a circular cavity one

electrical half-wavelength long. In the proposed two-stage ICR1 coaxial

magnetron, two sets of resonators are coupled to a circular cavity which

is four electrical half-wavelengths long. It would have been preferable

to use a cavity half as long, but magnetic circuit considerations made

this iripractical. From considerations of symmetry, it ca,, be assumed

V+
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that in a two-stage devih. each vane resonator system is coupled to a

cavity which is two electrical half-wavelengths long. lberefore, the

energy stored in the cavity ts approximately twice that of the conven-

tional single-stage ICEM coaxial magnetron.

Upon selection of the TEo01 mode cavity for the two-stage ICEM

structure, a logical first step was to evaluate a single-stage ICEM tube

operating in the MEo0 2 mode. This would permit a study of the effect of

the higher energy storage ratio (vane to cavity) without the complexity

of a double resonator structure.

One of the basic problems associated with both the hybrid tube

and the initial two-stage tube is the axial mode control problem. In a

conventional ICEM coaxial magnetron, the cylindrical cavity used to

control the operating frequency (35 Gc) of the tube is only one half-

wavelength long (TEo 1O mode). The closest TE0 1 n mode frequency corres-

ponds to the TEo02 mode which is 19.6 Gc above the TEOi mode frequency.

This is shown in the mode chart of Figure 6 by the intersection of the

vertical line marked TEO 1Oi cavity with the mode lines for the TEo 1Oi and

TEo02 modes. The TE02 mode does not cause difficulty in the conventional

ICEI4 coaxial magnetron because its operating frequency Us 19.6 Cc away

from tho- resonant frequency of the anode vane resonators.

How close a competing TEOin mode can be to a desired TEoIn mode

has not yet been determined. However, it can be seen from Figure 6 that

as additional half-wavelength sections are added to the cavity the inter-

fering TE oIn modes become closer in frequency to the desired TE 01 mode.

The vertical line marked TEo02 cavity represents a cavity two electrical

half-wavelengths long at 35 Cc. It can be seen that the competing TE on

modes, nantely the TEo 1o and the TEOi modes are only 6.9 Gc and 9.2 Cc

aw'ay respectively. If we carry this analysis one step further and look

at the vertical line marked TEoI cavity, which corresponds to a cavity

designed to operate in the TEoII• mode at 35 Gc, we can see that the

i i i I I i i i I I i i i I i i i I
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competing TEol modes, namely the TE013 and TEO05 modes, are 3.8 Gc and
4.4 Gc away respectively. The hybrid tube test vehicle could then answer

another important question. Can an ICEM coaxial magnetron with a cavity
longer than one half-wavelengLh operate at the desired TEOIn mode fre-
quency when a competing TE.Oln mode frequency is only 6.9 Ge away? This,
in fact, has been proven possible as described in Section F.1, Opc~ating

Tests and Evaluations - Ilybrid Tubes.

16
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4.0 NON-OPERATING TESTS AND EVALUATIONs

i4.1 The Hybrid Test Vehicles

A single-Stage tunable 1`9 mode cold tester was designed atnd

built to measure the QuIS ot the TE012 mude and to identify "ther modes

of thc system. The modes ot a cylindrical cavity can be identified by

the following characteristics:

(1) their tuning rate relative to the theoretical tuning rate

and the tuning rates of other modes

(2) their ability to excite the anode vane resonators

(3) their measured frequency in comparison to the frequencies

of known modes

(4) through methods of excitation

(5) through determination of Qu reduction as a function of

absorber location.

The cold test vehicle was lightly coupled to a rectangular waveguLde by

means of a single coupling hole located on one end plate of the cavity

as shown in Figure 7. Light coupling was employed to avoid field pertur-

bations of the cavity modes. TE012 mode Qu's in the order of 2000 to

2500 were measured. None of the other measurable modes had a Q greater

than 500. Figure 8 is a theoretical mode chart for a cavity designed

to operate in the TE0 1 2 mode at 35 Gc. The effect of the vane resonators

and coupling slots is not included in the mode charL calculations.

Another tunable TEO02 mode cold test vehicle was built which

would symmetrically couple to a circular waveguide output similar to

that used in the ICEM coaxial magnetron. That is to say, it used a

disk, smaller in diameter than the cavity diameter, which was supported

frow the opposite enid o0 the cavity by a thin rod,. Tn this way, tunability

is incorporated as well as heavy external loading of all modes possessing

longitudinal wall currents (all non-TEoln mode>. The TE0 1 2 mode of this

cavity could be optimized to yield Q U's of 3Q00 to 4000 with TE mode

excitation. No other modes were observed in the frequency range ot

interest using this method of output coupiLng.

17
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A hybrid tube cold test vehicle was then constructed to deter-

mine the relattve values of Qu for the various TU Oln modes. It was

sieilar to the ICEM coaxial magnetron except for the cavity which was

two half-wavelengths long instead of one half-wavelength. The QU of

the desired or TE 0 1 2 mode for this tube was 4.350 which is about tvice

that of a conventional ICEM4 coaxial magnetron. Tite is to be expected

aince the cavity is two half-wavelengths long and, therefore, stores

approximately twice the amount of energy. The TEOI3 mode of the hybrid

tube could not be found because the klyotron used was limited to a J40 Gc

upper frequency and the theoretical frequency of the T 013 mode Ls

h4o4 Gc. Howevor., the TE mode was found and the Q measured was only

1000, which ts low for an ICErt coaxial magnetroan.

The low Qu of the T Oil mode was attributed to

(a) the relationship of the vans resonator frequency to the

o-vity frequency, and

(b) the position of the vane rescnators with respect to the

cavity wail current maximum.

If the vane resonator frequency is the same as or near the cavity fre-

quency, the open circuit at the tips of the vanes is transformed to a

short at the back of the reeonator. This short. being the lowest

* impedance point on the cavity wall, should have associated with it the

maximum current density point. lhowover, if the cavity frequency is

different from the vane resonator frequency (i.e., TEOil or TE0 1 3 mode

operr.tion in a cavity designed to operate in the TE0 1 2 mode), the vane

resonators no longer look like a short circuit at the cavity wall and

the current maximum occurring at the back of the resonators no longer

corresponds to the maximum current poLnt on the inner wall of the

cavity. Coiusequentiy, both the vane resonator postiLou and length are

very poor for both the TEOil and TE013 modes. A sketch of the cross-

seution of a TE On mode cavity along with the axial current distribution

for the TEO,,*, TrO2 and TFO03 modes i' shown in Figure 9.

20
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In the hybrid tube, the competing TE modes are gufficiently

displaced so as not to cause any difficulty. However in the two-stage

device, these competitig modes become much closer as discussed earlier.

A proposed method of eliminating these modes consisted of plaring

metallic disks at half-wavelength intervals along the length of the cavity.

This divided the longer cavity into several half-wavelength cavities and

insured operation in the desired mode. These disks, called stabilizing

disks, would however introduce additional loss in the system and the

resultant value of Q would decrease.

A hybrid tube anode utilizing a stabilizing disk In the

cavity was constructed and cold tested to study the effects of this disk

since it may be desirable to 'iso this techntoue in a two-stage tube

because of the smaller frequency separation of the adjacent '0E1n modes.

A photograph of a tuning plunger with the output coupling disl- and the

stabilizing disk is shown in Figure 10. The values of Qu obtained at

3h.5 Gc when using a stabilizing disk were 269C as compared to htiO

without the stabilizing disk. To insure proper operation of a two-stage

tube, it may be necessary to trade Q for better mode stability.

4.2 The Two-stage Toat Vehicles

A tunable TR (lit cold tester havlnR two arrays of vane resonator

structures and coupled to a rectangular waveguide was designed and built.

This cold tester is snown in cross-section in Figure II. Tbe device

exhibited Q uS in the order of 5600 to 7000 for the TE 014 mode. The

tunable feature, as in the TEO02 cold tester, made possible the identi-

flcation of many of the modes which exist in a cavity of this design.

A chart is presented in Figure 12 which shows the theoretical and

experimentally determined frequencies of some of the modes of this

cavity,

The TEImn modes of the non-TEoln type have longitudinal wall

currents while the TE modes have only circumferential wall currents
0o1 r "I

(of course, all TE LU modes have longitudinal wall currents). Hence, it

2?
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a narrow circumferential slot were cut in the cavity wall between the

two vane resonant structures, it would intercept non-TEoln mode currents

but not TEOln mode currents. In addition, if behind this circumferential

slot suitable absorbing material were pieced, all the non-TEo 1 n mode Qu 's

would be reduced. This was done and although the Qu's of the desired

mode were not measurably affected, the non-TH()n modes had Q U' too small

to measure.

The suppression of the TEoln+1 and TEoin-l modes is considerably

more difficult to achieve because any of the absorption techniques that

could be employed also affect the TE desired mode. Metal disks,

Judiciously placed along the axis of the cavity, would present the neces-

sary boundary conditions to insure desired mode operation only. This

approach has been investigated and yielded the desired result.

A cold test vehicle having two sets of vane resonator structures

coupled to a cavity designed to resonate in the TE mode at 35 Gc has

been used to evaluate the mode suppression techniques. Since the single-

stage TEoI2 mode tube (to be discussed later) operated satisfactorily

with no tendencies toward operation in the TEOil or TEOI3 modes, it is

apparent that a stabilizing disk is not required if the frequency of

the interfering TE I, mode is sufficiently removed from the operating

frequency of the desired TEo0 1 mode. However In a TEo0 1 1 mode cavity,

the TE0 1 3 and TE 015 modes, considered interfering modes, are much closer

to the desired TE0 14 mode frequency than is thp case for the shorter

cavity length used in the TE0 1 2 mode tube. Figure 13 shows a cross-

section of the TE 0 1 4 mode cavity used. Also shown are the wall currents

for the TE 0 1 3 and TE0 1 4  modes.

The measured values of the frequency of the TE0 1 3 , TE o 1 , and

TEO35 modes along with measured values of Qu are as follows:
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Frequency
Mode Measured Calculated

TH0 1 3  32.2 Cc 30.9 Gc less than IOOC

TE0O14 (desired) 34.7 Cc 34.7 Gc 5750

TH01 5  38.2 Cc 39.1 Gc 4500

The above values were measured by keeping the cavity length fixed with

the TEo0 1 mode at 34.7 Gc and then varying the frequency of the klystron

to obtain the ocher T Ol modes. The discrepancy between the calculated

values and measured va)ues above relates to the fact that the calculated

values represent only the frequency of the simple right cylindrical

cavity excluding the effects of the coupled resonator systems or the

-effects of the coupling mechanism. Modes other than the TEeOu modes

were not detecteA since they are suppressed by the absdrber showr in

Figure 13. All the modes of the cavity except the TEOln mode family

have longitudinal components of current along the wall of the cavity.

These currents flowing across the gap at the center of the cavity wall

shown in Figure 13 will develop an E field across the absorber coupling

alot which is in turn coupled to the absorbet% shown on the outer wall of

the anode. This method of absorbing interfering non-TEoln modes has

proven quite successful.

The effect of the absorber on non-TEeOn modes is quite drastic,

most of them becoming unmeasurable. Tile effect of this absorber on the

TEOln family of modes has been measured with the following results.

Percent
Q decrease in Q

mode Wth absorber uWithout Absorber with absorber

TU.! W412o 6650 14%

TE0 15  1880 2435 23%

Tc can be seen from the values above that the TEe mode is

affected more then the TE mode. Since the cavity is an even number

of half-wavelengths long, a null will always occur at the center for

28
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modes containing an even number of half-wavelengths, whereas a maximum

will occur for all modes composed of an odd number of half-wavelengths.

Therefore, the region of maximum current for modes which are an odd

number of half-wavelengths long is always at the point where this

absorber is located. Conversely, for modes which are an even number of

half-wavelengths long, a minimum or null always exists at the absorber

location.

An experiment was conducted to determine whether the two sets

of vane resonators associated with the two-stage tube anode would be

equally excited. A dielectric sleeve was made which fitted snugly on

the outside diameter of the vane resonators. This dielectric sleeve

shifts the resonant frequency of the composite cavlty-resonator system

an amount proportional to the magnitude of the energy stored in the vane

resonators. The composite system can be considered to be three inde-

pendent systems connected together. These three systems are the

cylindrical four half-wavelength long cavity, the set of vane resonators

near the tuner end of the cavity and the set of vane resonators near

the output end of the cavity. The two sets of vane resonators are

identical in design and are coupled to the cavity in the same manner.

As a rebult, the energy contaitied in each set of resonators should be

the sarne. If the dielectric sleeve is first placed around one set of

resonators and the change in resonant frequency is measured, placing

the same dielectric sleeve now around the other set of vane resonators

should result in the same frequency change provided the amount of energy

stored in each set of vane resonators is equal. Early measurements

indicated that the energy stored in each set of resonators was not quite

the same. However, by controlling the length of slots which couple the

vane resonator system to the cavity, the energy in each set or vane

resonators could be made identical. This method of controlling the

excitation of the vane resonators can be used to preferentially load

or unLoad a set of vane resonators.

ý19
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The first anode made for an operable tube was of the une-piece

typo. Since alignment of two separate anodes could present a problem

during assembly, it was decided to make the two resonator sections on a

common cavity. The anode sub-assembly may be fabricated before insertion

into the tube body and then is bolted to the tube body. This provides

anode interchangeability with a minimum of effort. Figure 14 is a photo-

graph of this anode. Note the slot which provides coupling for the

circumferential absorber desecribed earlier.

The first one-piece anode was initially evaluated using a

single disk tuning plunger which allowed us to observe the proximity

of the adjacent TROln modes - namely, the TE013 and TEo0 1 5 modes. With

the cold tester adjusted to the TEa0 1 cavity mode at a frequency of

34.3 Gc, the TE 05 mode could be detected at 37.705 Gc. The TEoI mode

could not be detected since it fell outside the tuning range of the

klystron power source. In the TEo 14 mode cavity, the anode exhibited

Qu Iaof 1500 minimum over a 2 Cc band and Qu's greater than 3000 over a

0.6 Gc band. When the TEoil mode was tuned to 36.105 Gc, the TEa0 3 mode

could be detected at 32.490 Gc. This places the optimum frequency of

operation of the TE,0 1 l mode at about 34.5 Cc. The frequency proximity

among the TE M and T' modes agrees l..vornbly with that cal-
013 ~Olh 1

culated thus placing the nearest TEaln mode more than 3 .5 Cc away.

Having established the relative Qu 's of the circuit across the

band in the TEoil, davity mode, a double disk tuning plunger was employed

in subsequent tests. The two disks were located two half-wavelengths

apart on the tuning rod thus forming two TEal 2 cavities coupled

together. However when the tuning rod is moved for the purpose of

tuning, it should be noted that the two disks on the rod remain the

same distance apart irrespective of the tuner rod position and, therefore,

yield only one frequency of operation. This is not true of the center

disk with respect to the tuner end of cavity and thus the cavity asso-

ciated with the tuner end resonator structure does change length and

therehy frequency. Early experiments utilizing such a scheme on a TEI

30
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hybrid cold teeter revealed that the Q.%t measured appeared to represent

the Qu of the fixed tuned cavity rather thar, a composite Qu of the fixed

tuned and tunable cavities, apparently the result of insufficient

coupling between the cavities. The most logical way to increase the

coupling between the two cavities is to reduce the diameter of this

aouplLuig disk. Intercavity coupling was increased in progressive steps

until the rate of change - the tuning curve indicated that the desired

coupling was obtained. Th tuning plunger was used in the first two-

stage tube, the results of which are discussed in Section 5.2.

When the first double disk plunger was designed and made for

the first two-stage tube, cold test measurements revealed that a rapid

change in the tuning rate of the tunable cavity occurred near what was

felt to be the frequency of the fixed tuned cavity. That is to say,

that the tuning rate of the tunable cavity reduces drastically when it

approaches the apparent fixed ttned cavity frequency. In an endeavor

to explain this effect, different diameter disks were used with different

Apacdtri bat-wau the two disie on the tuning plunger rod. From these

tests. it became apparent that the effect noted is what is often called

the "drag loop" in coupled citcuit oscillators (Ref. 2).

The drag loop is formed when sufficiently close coupling is

employed between two resonant circuits so that two different frequencies

of operation can exist for a given LC ratio. With one resonant cavity

fixed tuned end the other resonant cavity approaching the fixed tuned

frequency from the lower frequency region, the frequency of operation

would "skip" from below the fixed tuned cavitv freqtuency to above the

fixed tuned cavity frequency. Upon returning along the upper branch

2. Cruft Laboratory Staff, IHo-vard University, ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS
AND TUBES, McGraw-Hill Book Comparny, pp. 474-477.
h964399 ( 1947)
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tuning curve, the downward "skip" occurs at a different cavit' y lengtth,

lienc. the loop is ,i+n'.d The diag loop is --,. iewhat .imi ia-r to thti

hysteresis loop observed tn magnetism. The size •,f the iop is dependent

upon the amount of coiupling between the cavities and for k I- I /q, the

loop ceases to exist. Figure 1r shows the dtag toop tot thtce conditlions

of coupling between r.he cavitifes of the (vo-4tage tube. They art,

k I/Q,, k - l/Q1 and k I/Q2.

I
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",.C) OPERATING TESTS AND EVALUATIONS

5-1 rlybrid Tubes

The flrs hybrid tube (F32D) which was built without a stabilizing
disk for reasons previously discussed, started in the desired TEo02 mode of

the cavity at 34.'6r GL. This hybrid tube was made tunable to allow another

degree of freedom in evaluating the device. Operation in the desired TEo12

tode could be maintained from 32.20 Cc to 35.95 Gc, a 3.75 ,c range. These

results indicate clearly that a stabilizing disk is not required in a tube

vith a TEo02 mcde cavity length.

This first hybrid tube (F32D). however, was limited to a peak

power output of approximately 80 kw when operated at 0.5 ;isec pulse length.

A line type modulator similar to that used to operate the more conventional

ICEM coaxial magnetron at 125 kw peak power output at O.5 pisec pulse

length was used. The p-,-er output was limited by increased jitter. Beyond

this -O kw level, the tube would not operate satisfactorily in the desired

mode. Greater starting jitter was anticipated, hoae-.....because of the-

increased energy storage ratio mentioned previouslv. iVigures 16 and 1T

show thcse relative amou-ts of jitter between the TfEOi and TEo02 mode

operation of the first hybrid tube as seen on the detected RF pulse. The

frequency of operation was identical for the two test conditions.

To ascertain whether the increased jitter was associated with

the increased energy storage ratio, the first hybrid tube (F-2D) was

.;pciated int, a ini -matcih of appioximately 1.5:1 VSWR. The phase of the

,nisr-t't' U-1 we - : 1!,- d I i.d .a t ,:',Ier on the detected RF envelope.

!h, h, , t 1p, rat .re g p,• fie-pond d to the anti-sink phase of the mis-

match I i . i ing that bette: pet f rmai .--, -,uld be achived when the tube

wai t•_'!i-ve inv, le-,- p',we: to th, lijd.

"To tu hil- satibstantdtia th01 a'guinent t"at t'ae *.rtceased jitter

1, Odw- t'), in nl , asu-d , 1t v st, ig.' itt .. . the ( ,-: d tlae wa,; tuined.

:.], 30,J at •! -I Thi m i;4 ( s thati t he

ý_:ar. Is n.,w -,,:n a i f -wav i ength i nsý t e ,Ad .f tw' halwf-I w,v ,i ht•,h5 !.,g.-



FIGURE 16 DETECTED RF OJTPIJT PULSE OF FIRST HY1RID TUBE (F32D)
OPERATING IN TE OlMODE AT 120 kw LEVEL

FIGURE 17' DETEUTED RF OUTPUTY PULSE FOR FIRST HYBRID TUBE (1'32D)
OPERATING IN TE 02MODE AT 80 kw LMYEL

• • .• m .- m ••, i-" -012
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Under these conditions, the hybrid tube generated over !00 kw peak power

output with approximately 8 nsec RMS jitter. The results of this expert-

ment Ind cated that the increased jlitter is associated with the increased

energy storage ratio.

The second hybrid tube (16C) was built to evaluate [CEM coaxial

magnetron operation in both the TEe12 and TEo03 modes. Since the first

hybrid tube demonstrated that the starting litter in the TEo02 cavity

mode of operation was ewcessive, a slot length adjustment was made. A

similar jitter problem was encountered in the standard ICEM coaxial

magnetron but was solved by improving the coupling between the anode

vane resonators and the cavity. The slot length adjustment employed on

the second hybrid tube was an application of similar techniques.

The second hybrid tube operated very well in the TEo02 cavity

mode (desired mode) at 34.4 Cc. The output power was 155 kw at an effi-

ciency of 21.144 and the starting jitter was low. Figure 18 is a photo-

graph of the detected RF pulse in the TE0 1 2 mode of operation. This

tube operated at nearly twice the power output level of the first hybrid

tube in the TE0 12 mode and yet demonstrat'-d a reduction in starting jitter

by a factor of f.ve. At 1,.w pwey outpu' level.' (-- 25 kw) the second

hybrid tube, operating in the. TE0 1 2 cavity mode, could be tuned from

30.64 cc to 'i4.41) G, (a band )f 4.;4 Gc) with no mode competition from

adjacent TEoln modes tTEoII and 'E 0) However, If the tube was tuned

to frequencies I )we, than 30. ') Cc in the TE( 1 cavitv mode. .clillations

would cease at 3O.r-h ,c I '.od.() and shift to t.ýl G-, - the TIQO

cavity mode.

The econd hybrid tube was then adjusted for TE,,1, cavl;v mode

operation at 347.5 Cc. The starting jitter In: the TEol• mode ot iperatlon

was greater than that exi-ibited in the TEoI? mode by a factor n two but

was still a reaso-ihbly ihw value and did not begin to limit ope!atiot-

tratil the 11W kw powei output level was rea-Ched Figure !'. shows !he

detected RF pulse with ithe !iter tleat Iv vvi hebi, Figure - show•.

evrandt.d sweep pho ographq lot di. pkirpose Ot :itter- a•,LreI't i te



FIGURE 18 DETECTED RF OUTPUT PULSE O SECOND HIBRID TUBE (16D)
OPERATING IN TE0 1 2 MODE AT 155 kw LEVEL

FIGURE 19 DETECTED RF OUTPUT PULSE OF SECOND HYBRID TUBE (1(D)
OPERATING IN TEOI2 MODE AT 112 kw LEVEL
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FICURE 20 DE-"7ZCTED RF OUTPUTf PULSE OF SECOND II(BRTD
TUBE (I6D) SHOWING PEAK-TO-PEAK STARTING
JYITTER IN TE 0 -IGDE01o3



peak-to-peak jitter of Figure 20 is 30 nswc. This tube could be tune,

f':on ý ?-d c to 34.8i Gc in the T1O03 cavity mode (a 2.6 Gc bi.ad) without

TE0]2 or TE ov mode competition. This again ind[icAted that the starting

jitter is a function of the energy storage ratio.

5.2 wopsjlag Tubes

The first two-stage ICEM coaxial magnetron (025D) was received

for evaluation in November 1962. Some difficulties were encountered in

the assembly and brazing of the anode sub-assembly. Figure 21 is a

photograph showing the complexity of this sub-assembly. Light separate

brazes are made in one operation while matnta. nling the close tolerances

dictated by the frequency of operation. Figure 22 is a photograph of

the complete two. stage tube.

Initial tests consisted of seasoning each section of the two-

stage tube separately. When opetated alone the section nearest the

output did not operate in a completely conventional manner. The output

power was low and the frequency of the output was not adjustable.

Evidentl' the coupling between the sections was not sufficient to have

the coupled cavity become a frequency determining element in the compo-

site sy -em. The tunable section operated in a manner similar to that

of a s• .gle-stage iCEM coaxial magnetron except at the frequency coinci-

dent with the frequency of the fixed tuned section of the tube. At low

-!c-ve levels where the cavity frequencies are cotncident, no output power

was detertable. Hlowever, as the input drive was increased, output power

was realized being accompanied by rclatively high starting jitter. The

star,.ing jitter redttced as the input drive was increased further and

nearL disappeared when the tunable section was shifted in frequency

.aay from the fixed tuned section.

Upon puls:Ing both sections simultaneously using a separate

modulator for each section aud operating bol.h Sections At the same fre-

quency, addlilve ;utput povwer was measured, Thc- total output power was

C 14 kw a, I ! serc and 0,OOO2• duty cyc're. The tunable section contributed

4o



FIGUE i-i PIIOTOGRAPHI OF TWO-STAGE ANODE SUB-ASSI•-IBLY
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FIGURE 22 PHIOTOGRAPHI OF FIRST IWO-STAGE TUBE (325D)
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about 70 of the total power. Then thetunable section was operated at

a 60 kw level while the fixed tuned section had neither pulse power nor

heater power applied. Next the ilxe2 tuned section was pulsed but the

cathode remained unheated. Tho total output power yielded by the two-

stage tibe with both sections operating was 45% greater than the power

derived from the tunable section alone. Figure 23 shows the detected RF

output pulse and Figure 24 shows the detected RF output pulse with both

sections operating additively. This cold cathode operation is very

encouraging and lends credence to the theory that a cold cathode oscil-

lator amplifier type combination is feasible.

An interesting application of the cold cathode phenomenon to

a multistage ICEM coaxial magnetron is one of having the cold cathode

section generate more power than the hot cathode section. Since the hot

cathode section has excellent starting characteristics and the cold

cathode section poorer starting characteristics but high power capabilities,

the tube can be operated to enhance the attributes of each. The hot

cathode section would be pulsed just a nanosecond or two before the cold

cath..de section thus allowin.g tho RF fields at the vane tips in the cold

cathode section to build up and thereby "lock" the cold cathode section

RF build up to the desired mode.

Further evaluation revealed the fact that both spctions could

be operated together but at somewhat different frequencies. This could

be accomplished at a 5O kw power level above which ;oak arcing existed.

Since the output section is fixed tuned but the tuner section of the tube

is tunable, sepaLate f:equency operation could be obtained over a ZOL Mc

band. That is to say, that two outpit frequencies were obtained siniui-

taneotislv with a frequency separation as great as Mic Mc. Althotugh this

is not a direct aim of this contra.L. the possibilitv oM evolvinF a fre-

quency div_,sitv radar vsytern using his type -, ,peratt ,n is perhaps

poss ible.

The see,' tw r.iguc ti• A -A F ,i, h 1 1 i, ,-,k cf-

evaluation in Janudaiv 1. ) io•i( dI '.hw,'d g -tatt t r . . il1i dim it



FIGURE 23 DETE~CTED RI' OUTPUT PULSE OF FIRST TWO-STAGE TUBE (325D)
WTTV ONLY TUMBILE SECTION BEING PULSED

FIGURE 24 DETECTED RlF OUTFPUT PULSE OF FIRST 7140-SIAC.F TUBE (325D)
WITH1 BOTH SECTIONS OPERATINC.
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-1 star' tng _ tter when atn. wai a It"mplct-d. This Ituhe Icnorporated

a mildtl f tii -L the Lh a io-1 SUpp-,rt .,sacmblv• wh h elr th.i'i ited the ,i.*'m-

u a L I Io Aud t .c . -krr•rrn- o "Jco. "Ic q mn,.11

is des igned to inhibit non-TE i V It n•k.dc S in c h t t iwo-st.ar

tube (J2ýD) exhibited no apparent non-TIF modc contamination. the
Cln

exclusion of this absorblet ;eemvi poss ibie 1. heT p ',ffqpt Ih, lack )lI

r.or,-TE 0 1 ,,de stippress on, the axial anrude --oupling ,h ot., wer e _h,, I [ edr--

t., provide tighter coupling hot.oon -;avitv and xanu resorators to ellhane

desired mode operatIion. Forom a mec han ica I s tanup, in h iL s imp it Ited

the qnode machining operation.

As Lesfing of tube AIVE progressed, the starting jitter bekame

excessive and sl--t mode operation appenred. Cathode eccentricity is a

known cause of slot mode operation. It was planned to open this Lube

and measure "the concentricit, of the athode with respect to the anode,

but during the concluding operational tcsts the tuning plunger seized.

These problems, compounded. prvoirpted the decision to discontinue evalua-

tion of tube AlBE since they were basic to general magnetron operation

and not peculiar to the two-stage devitc.

To expedite the program with reg;ard to hot te9t evaluation.

the first tw7o-stage tube (J2[D) was rebuilt incorporating a modified

tuning plunger. The modified tuning plunger is also a two disk plunger

but, unlike the original plunger which formed two full-Wxavelength

cavities. the modified plunger forms a single half-..avelength cavity

and a three half--wavelength .avitv. The single hal i-wavelength cavitv

provides the desired starting char.-cteristics in the tunable section

of zhe tube while the throe half-wave 1 engzir cavitv sect on provides a

-.Ource Ol high output power without the consequentr-of 1poor staiting

charac Ler ist ics.

The rebuilt two-stage tube (J2¾D-[') demonstrated operation

which was verv encoe _,ging. tihe t, otput power measured with b.o h suct elns

operating simultaneously (at the same frequen.=) was I . kw and no



measurablL stai ~iI½ its! waI encun,-.. When t- .! L;z"

(TE cavity) was operated alone - at the t L-equ,!c y e t."

_ieC.iou - OXCeSSLe j1Ltter Wa, ell(gcutlt'id, lfewtvcr-, a' ai i , a

pulse voltage to the output seclt Lon 0l the tube, thi 'tLai, ing jtitt,'r

disappeared and additive power output was realized. Approximatoiv Y4

of the total ptower output was dertILed Ilt iI the elt , put --- L,_ L l III,

tube. This test. was performed at a Lw Output level ( . kw ta

because operattoti of the tunel SeCi o11 a411n1, at high level- it. nt p.'11siSt-

bie. Figure 25 is a photograph of the RF spectrum with bot sectiollb

operattng.

The third two-stage tube (B27E) completed late Jarwary

exhibited extremely high gas pressure. RepeaLed bakeout, only partially

alleviated the problem. Since time was at a premium, electrical evalua-

tion was begun even though the desired vacuum was not attained. Electrlcal

tests showed that the two sections of the tube o1perated at considerably

different voltages and arcing occurred at low power levels. The arcing

was undoubtedly the result of the pooi vacuum attained. Further evalua-

tion of tubef B2TE was abandoned so that maximum eitort could be devoted

to the laet two-stage tube (C8F,) rect ived tot electrical evalutiton in

February 1963.

Tube C8E was sLnailrL to Llle tebuilt Lube (J25D-R) ux-_.i)L fuL

the fact that increased coupling to the load was !mployed. The output

power obtained with both tube sections operating sikmultaneously (at the

sar.e frequency) was 158 kw and very low starting jitter was encountered.

It appeared that more than 50% of the output powei w.!s derived from the

tunable section of the tube but this is an estimate since the tunable

section cannot be operated alone without large amourrs 01 jitter being

present.

S... i Ifi I 'I llII'Ii I I N. , I I " "" i"4-.. . .



FIGURE 09, SPECTRWI DISPLAY OF TUBE J2r;D-R WITH1
BOTH SECTTONS CiPERATINI
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SC.. TEST EQUIPMENI

St.1 g Hees'irtng EqitJprn-ot
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coaxial magnetron was tleieLed Itom the ElectonicLlL ndustries Ass.t, Ldtttol

Staudard R.S-2UO published January ls,. The a scictt It tr Ka-band

for operation in the TE mode Lb WG5V, which isa ka., tcil ID. 1 hli

tolerances of the waveguide are las described in ELX Standard KS-At.

A photograph of thle Q measuring siet is shown Ln Figure I2, and

tihe schematic ot the Ka-band test set is shown in Figure 2(. The mellhod

used to measure Q an,] 9 ts kn--wn as the Reed (Ret. 3) method. All

componentcs used in the Q mteasuring set are commercially available and

are identified in the schematic diagrami. The only item that required

modification was tho Mcrtowave Associates Transition from TEIU rec tLn-

gular to TE0 1 circular guide. This transiLton is a four slot eud feed

transition with a tapered circular waveguide on the output end. The

Litatutý tiameLut ut" thin ctcuiar guiLOe LS U. 6 34 L.JCn. SLnce the guLde

selected from EIA Standard RS-200 L& only U.59' inch ID, it was neces-

sary to cut the tapered circular guide section until the ID was

0.594 inch and then attach a flange which would mate with the tube

output. This flange insures lineup of the two sections of .aveguide.

However, a good contact between the two sections Ls not required sinelc

no current will flow across this Joint in the TER circular-electric

mode.

0,2 Aot Teat Equipment

The Ka-band test aeL used 'o measure the operating performance

of Lhe tubes is shown schematLicallP in Figure 2S. An electromagnet Ls

used to supply the variable magnetic field required for performance

tetsL.

3. E. D. Reed, "A Sweep Frequency Method of Q Measurement Lor

Stinglcended Resonators," Proc. of the Nationas Electronics
Conference, Vol. 7, pp. 162-172, 1951
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A directional coupitar was designed to couple power from the

T Ul ctrculnr guide to the dominant mode rectangular guide and is sitnilar

to the one shown in Figure 74 of WADC Technical Report 58-661. The

directivity and accuracy of coupling was t~ot important since it was

desired only to view the lur envelope of the pulse using standard

rectangular wav2guide components commercially available. A 4I0 db

directhi '.al coupler was built for the Ka-band teast set.

To measure the power generated by ,;he ICEt coaxial magnetron,

a water load was designed by S-F-D laboratories and built by Chemalloy

Electronics Corporation. It conistst of a long tapered glass tube

flaring out to the inside diameter of the waveguide in a di,-ince of

15 wavelengths. The tapered glass water load is inserted into a section

of circular waveguide and the average power generated by the magnetron

is measured with a calorimeter. The water load was checked to ascertain

that all the power was being absorbed in the load by holding a crystal

detoctor at the end of the glass water load while the tube was generating

approximately 0oo kw peak power. There was no indication of power

leakage at this point. By comparing this load on the Q test set to the
yello• i d d .. . . .. iLL WADO T.,,nical Report )a)-4.j' I.

VSWR is less than 1.05 at the desired operating frequency. The accuracy

of the calorimeter was checked by subsLitutLng a water heater for the

water load, heating the water with ac power and comparing the power

read on the calorimeter with the ac input power as read on a precision

wattmeter.

The two n iulators designed and built by S-F-D laboratories

under Air Force Contract WF 33(616)-71.30 were used to operate the two-

stage device. The two-stage Ka-band test vehicle could incorporate

one not and one cold cathode but initially two hot cathodes were used.

The cathodes were pulsed separately by the two modulators. The various

combinations of pulsed operation investigated are

(1) synchronized pulse two-stage operation

(2) overlapped pulse two-stage operation.
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These modulators are of the line type, capable of supplying

a 1.2 megawatt, 3.0 Usec pulse to a 500 ohm load at a 0.Ol duty cycle.

The pulse length can be varied tn steps by changing the straplji6 of

the pulse forming network. The pulse lennths available are 0.25, 0.5,

1.0, 2.0, and 3.0 Mtsec. A duty cycle of 0.001 can be used at all pulse

lengths except 0.25 Asec since at this pulse length the Pb factor of

the thyratron will be exceeded. Th, trigger generator is capable of

supplying the necessary repetition rate to operate at 0.001 duty cycle

namely 133 pps to 2000 pps. The modulator may also be trigger-4 by

an external positive or negative 40 volt pulse.

It was necessary to completely rebuild the trigger source

2f one of the units. This was done so that dual cathode followers

could be incorporated to yield the low output impedance necessary for

impedance matching to the continuously variable delay lines. The

continuously variable delay lines permit exact synchronization or

advance or delay ol (4ther of the input pulses. Figure 29 is a block

diagram of the pulsing scheme used.
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&O R1ECO~MINDATIONS

The feasibility of the two-stage ICBM coaxial magnetron has

been demonstrated. Several models were constructed and tested. The

taxtmum power output generated was in the order of 150 kw. This

-epresents a significant power at 35 Cc but is nowhere near the full

capability of tiis device. A single-st.age ICEM coaxial magnetron has

been operated at a peak power output o0 over 250 kw. Therefore, 0i1s

two-stage device should be capable of generating powers in the vicinity

of 500 kw at 35 Ge. The basic competing mode problems have been studied

and the interference from these modes reduced. However., in order to

realize the full capabilities of the two-stage device, a further study

program is recommended. The program might include one or several of

the following studies.

(1) A Study of the output section of the two-stage tube. This

tube can be considered to consist of two sections, an oscil-

lator section and an amplifier section. The oscillator

sectiou is well understood since it is basically a single-

stage ICEM coaxial rna6.etron. The output or amp'ifier

sectlon, however, is a relatively new conct, and requires

u...er Ltudy. 1'-th progiram %uibhL consLut of making two

separate tubes, one a standard ICEM coaxial magnetron and

the other an output section consisting of one or more ampli-

fier sections, each capable of adding approximately 3 db more

power. This would decrease the complexity of the tubes since

the oscillator and amplifier sections could be made in

separate vacuum envelopes.

(2) A program to further investigate the two=6tage ICE?1 eaxial

magnetron in its present design configuration of cicillator

and amplifier sections in one vacuum envelope. The performance
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goal of this atudy mLght be the generation of I100 kw to

500 kw peak power output at Ka-band.

(3) A program Lo investigate the two-stage device as a means

of genernctng high peok power output at frequenctes of

70 GC•',.' ,above,

5-(


